I. BOOKS

A. One author:


B. A book by two or more persons:


C. Two or more books by the same person:


D. No author or anonymous:

E. Editor as “author”:


F. Edition:

Ebenstein, William. Today’s Isms; Communism, Fascism, Capitalism, Socialism.


G. A republished book (usually paperback):


H. Association, institution as author:


I. Selection in a collection or anthology:


II. ARTICLES IN REFERENCE BOOKS

A. Signed article:


B. Unsigned article:


III. MAGAZINE AND JOURNAL ARTICLES

A. Article or story in a monthly magazine:

B. Article in a weekly magazine-author given:


C. Article in a weekly magazine-no author given:


D. Article in a journal with continuous pagination:


E. Article in a journal without continuous pagination:


IV. NEWSPAPER ARTICLES

A. Signed:


B. Anonymous:


C. Editorial:


V. PAMPHLETS

Pamphlets are listed in the same manner as books.
VI. INTERVIEWS


VII. RADIO OR TELEVISION PROGRAMS


VIII. FILM OR VIDEO RECORDING


If you are citing the contribution of a particular individual, begin with that person’s name.
